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by
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SUMMARY

A method of smoke cor.trol has been advocated in which smoky gases generated by
a fire .are extracted at ceiling level from the layer they form there because they
are buoyant. However too high an extraction rate at a giver. point will draw up air
from underneath the layer into the extraction duct and this will markedly reduce
the actual amount of smoky gases removed.

This note reports experiments showing that the maximum extraction rate before
air is drawn up depend.s mainly on the layer depth and temperature and is not
sensitive to the area or shape of the extraction opening over the range of areas of
major practical importance. An expression, derived from large and small-scale
experiments, is given for this maximum extraction rate.

In practice, to achieve a r at'e of removal of smoke equal to the rate at which
a fire is producing it, extraction at a number of well-separated points may be
necessary.

A very simple expression has been derived from this work for the maximum
size for a vent in the form of a simple opening in a flat roof, if entrainment and
hence inefficient extraction are to be avoided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To prevent excessive travel of smoke along a covered pedestrian mall

in the event of a fire, a system has been advocated1 in which smoke is

extracted at ceiling level from reservoirs. The extraction may be by

h I I L I . t 2mec anica means, or by natura venting. arge sea e exper1men s

demonstrated the effectiveness of such a system, but showed that the rate

of extraction of the smoke may be high enough to cause air underneath the

smoke layer to be drawn up and mixed with the outgoing smoke*. An inverted
, 2

'funnel-shaped' flow system was then seen As much as half of the gases

- extracted was found to be air drawn up in this way. This effect, arising

from trying to extract smoke from a relatively thin layer at too high an

extraction velocity, is undesirable since ideally an efficient extract

system should extract only smoke and not expend energy on extracting air.

Furthermore, when the extraction is by means of natural venting, particularly

when the opening from the ceiling is connected to a shaft or chimney, the

air drawn up may cool the gases so much that their buoyancy is reduced to

a level at which the vent is not capable of extracting so much gas as when

the gases are hot. The effect was also explored in a model 3 which wa~

scaled down from the large-scale building
2

and had a shaft or 'chimney'

vent. This had been set up to examine the effects of factors such as

depth of roof screen, size and shape of vent area etc., more readily than

would be possible with the large-scale building. An attempt ,was made in

this model to reduce the air entrainment by placing boards horizontally

at various distances beneath the opening to the shaft. However, this was

not found to be an effective solution, apparently because the boards

*This air flow is not caused by the same process as that of the entrainment
of the air into the hot smoke layer as it flows along under the ceiling of
the mall but, for simplicity, we shall refer in this report to the 'drawing
up' of the cool air as entrainment.



, .

introduced a substantial resistance to flow up the vent, so that the actual

rate of flow of smoke out of the arcade was not in fact increased.

The experiments described in this report were therefore carried out,

first of all in this model, and later in the large-scale buiiding, to

determine the relationships between the area, shape and position of openings

OL the maximum rate at which hot gases could be extracted before entrainment

occurred.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

The model used3 (Fig. 1) was essentially a scaled-down version of the

large-scale arcade but no attempt was made to reproduce precisely the finer

details of the large-scale building. The fire consisted of two sheet steel

trays, each 190 mm x 100 mm, containing 200 ml of methylated spirit,

separated by 200 mm and placed at the back of the model, which was lined

with a ceramic-fibre felt to reduce heat losses. This fire was chosen by

experiment so as to give vertical temperature profiles in the 'arcade'

very similar to those obtained at ·corresponding points in the large-scale

experiments. The natural venting system (which relies on the buoyancy of

the hot gases) was replaced by one having the same dimensions, when scaled

down, of the opening in the ceiling of the large-scale arcade, but connected

to an external extractor fan and damper so that the extraction flow rate

could be varied. The flow rate of the hot gases extracted in this way was

measured by means of an orifice plate and pressure tappings; a thermometer

was inserted near the orifice plate. By partially closing the bottom of

the vent, various shapes and areas of the opening through which gases were

extracted were produced. Tests were also carried out in this model using

a much larger vent, with the same extraction system, varying the size and

shape as before. This also enabled the effect of positioLing the vent at

the side or at the centre of the rr.all to be studied; the various

configurations of opening are shown in Fig. 2. The vent in the large-scale

arcade had to be placed at the side,out of the way of the framework

supporting the roof of the enclosing building. Some cf the model conditions

had to imitate this, but since extraction in practice might be from various

positions it was thought necessary for the mcdel experiments also to include

extraction from the centre of the arcade. In all the tests, the experimental

arrangement was otherwise identical to tha~ described by Heselden and Fink3•
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In all cases the point at which no entrainment occurred (the 'critical'

extraction rate) was observed by introducing slightly warm smoke into the

cool gases at the entrance to the model. This smoke then flowed along into

the fire compartment, collecting in a band at the junction between the air

flowing in at a low level and the hot gases flowing out at high level. It

was'burned up in the flame (which its~lf produced only hot gas without

smoke) or at least was very greatly diluted in the plume above the flame.

Thus the hot gas layer was clear, and any entrainment which occurred could

be easily seen as an inverted funnel-shaped flow of the indicating smoke

at the base of the vent shaft. The extraction rate was reduced until the

point was reached where this entrainment ceased and the pressure drop and

temperature readings at the orifice were noted.

The effect of altering the depth of screen 'A' (Fig. 1) was also r.oted.

This was done for the case where the vent was in the centre of the mall,

the screen depth being varied from 22~ mm in steps down to zero.

In order to check the validity of extrapolating to a large scale the

results of the rr.odel experiments, tests were carried out in the large-scale

building. Three tests were carried out with fires of industrial methylated

spirit burnt in trays of area 0.76 m
2,

1.62 m
2,

and 3.02 m
2•

Smoke was

introduced at low level under the vent, as in the model, and the top of

the vent partially covered with sheets of asbestos until the condition was

just reached where no entrainment was observed. The flow velocity of hot

gases up the vent was then measured with a vane anemometer and the

temperature of the hot gases under the vent obtained from thermocouples

placed in this position.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Model experimer.ts

The values of maximum volume flow rate of gases through the vent

before entrainment occurred have been reduced to ambient temperature,

thus providing a volume flow rate proportior~l to masS flow rate.

The results are given in Table 1 and are plotted against vent area

·in Fig. 3.

3



Table 1

Experimental results obtained from arcade model

In all cases the temperature of the hot gases below the vent was 208°C (481 0K)

~-- ---- ------,-. -----
Vent size Flow rate

Syml::ol used in Vent area through opening
Figs 3 and 4 Length Width

(m
2 )

(m3/s)
1 (rom) w (rom) at 200C

~-

365 365 0.133 0.030 (3)
II 320 0.117 0.027
II 273 0.10e 0.024

~ II 227 0.083 0.022
II 182 0.066 0.019
II 136 0.050 0.018
II 91 0.033 0.018 (2)
II 45 0.016 0.018 (2)

365 91 0.033 0.018 (2 )

0 273 II 0.025 0.018
182 II 0.017 0.018

91 II 0.oe8 0.018

365 45 0.016 0.018 (2 )

0 273 II 0.012 0.018
182 II 0.008 0.018

91 II 0.004 0.024
45 II· 0.002 0.034

365 365 0.133 0.030 (3)
320 II 0.117 0.027
273 II 0.100 0.025.. 227 II 0.083 0.025
182 II 0.066 0.025
136 II 0.050 0.025

91 II 0.033 0.025
45 II 0.016 0.025

365 . 365 0.133 0.030 (3)
II 320 0.117 0.029
II 273 0.100 0.027

• II 227 0.083 0.025
II 182 0.066 0.025
II 136 0.050 e.025
II 91 0.033 0.025
II 45 0.016 0.023

- ---- -- --

( ) Average of number of tests
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With the opening near the side of the mall Fig. 3 shows that

the maximum rate at which gases can be extracted without entrainment

of air is independent of both the shape of the opening and the area,
2

between areas of 0.01 and 0.05 m •

In terms of the efficient mechanical extraction of smoke in a

real situation this means t~t what affects the total amount of smoke

which can be extracted is the number of separate extraction points,

not their individual or total areas. In a real situation smoke

extraction would usually have to be made by extracting at a number

of points, sufficiently separated to avoid mutual interference, rather

than at one point.

In terms of extraction by natural venting the amount of gases

required to be vented .ill determine the height and total croSS

sectional area of the vent shafts. The amount of gas which can be

efficiently extracted by one opening, obtained in principle from

Fig. 3, then determines how many extract points are required.

With very small openings a higher extraction rate is possible

before entrainment. In practice this could generally be achieved

only bya mechanical extraction system arid the question of whether

the small opening would cause an uneconomically large pressure drop

in the extraction system would have to be examined. A large number

of very small, well separated openings would be particularly good

for extraction.

With the very large openings Fig. 3 shows that a higher extraction

rate is possible, but this is largely of academic interest since at

opening areas larger than those marked 'A' (see Sec't i.on 3.3) it is

not a question of pulling gases out of the model but of preventing

them from rising through large vent openings too rapidly, by restricting

the flow higher up. In practice there is normally no point in providing

a larger opening than necessary but such a situation might occasionally

arise with a false ceiling or extraction within an upstand. The main

region of interest and practical importance is the flat region where

the flow is a minimum and openings are relatively small.

The velocity in the vent tends to a constant value cf about

0.2 mls (Fig. 4)'at very high vent areas and this is only about O1Oe

quarter of the vertical velocity at the ceiling that would be generated

by the buoyancy of the layer in the mall.

- 5 -



With the opening at the centre, a higher extraction rate is

possible before entrainment because the wall no longer prevents hot

gases from flowing evenly into the vent from all sides. A substantial'

practical advantage can thus be gained by extraction from the centre

of the mall, where the various constraints of the building permit this.

The effect of altering the depth of the layer, by alterin~ the

depth of the ceiling screen (rA' in Fig. 1), is shown in Fig. 5. For

the tests described above, the screen was 135 rom dee}:, which corresponds

to the 0.9 m deep screen in the large-scale bUilding, but increasing

the depth of the screen to 200 ~~ (Fig. 5) increases the maximum flow

rate before entrainment occurs. Deepening the screen still further

does not increase this flow rate because t~e stage has been reached

where all the hot gases have been confined behind the screen and the

depth of the hot gas layer is then constant. Reducing the depth of

this screen leads to a corresponding decrease in the maximum extraction

rate, and the screen depth is therefore important in the efficient

extraction of hot gases from the mall because it influences the depth

of the layer.

The extraction of gas at a uniform temperature T OK and

dens i ty je at an actual volume' flow rate of f\ VI" (Le. a vo Iume flow

rate V expressed at ambient temperature)from a small opening would

be expected to produce a velocity towards the opening proportional

to ~ v/pr
2

at a distance r from the opening, corresponding to a

force proportional to (_~~_)2.P , ,00 being the density of the gas

pr
at ambient temperature.

If we now consider this gas (largely air) as a layer under a

ceiling above air of density fo , the buoyancy force at the ceiling

is (~- f)g ~ where ~ is the depth of the layer.

It is likely that the critical ccnditions for the onset of

entrainment occur when the ratio of these two kinds of forces has a

particular

- 6 -
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vie put r ex: db ' the layer depth, so that

(~p(~:P))~.
5/2

V oC db

V ex: ( 3 ""fc e r~. 01 5'/z.
or T 2. J,

where f) is the temperature excess of the layer abcve the air

at absolute temperature To ,and T is the absolute temperature

of the Layer ,

A regression analysis of the relationship V = a (~)n where a and

n are constants gave n = 2.8, with 95 per cent confidence limits of

1.2 and 4.4, so that the theoretical value of 2.5 is in accordance with

The rr.ean value of

the experimental data.

for the data is 1.33

5' Y
v/(¥:~. "'6 ) L

(dimensionless).

3.2 Lar~~~ale test~

The data obtained from the large-scale tests, given in Table 2,

can be corr.bined with the small scale data in a generalised relationship

very similar to that obtained by varying the depth of the screen in

the model. No measurements are available cf the layer depth in these

must therefore be replaced bylarge-scale tests and

depth of the screen. This is permissible because the

d ,thes
layer depth

depends closely on the screen depth.

Table 2

Experimental results obtained from large-scale building

AI-ea of opening Flow rate Temperature
ea of Vent size through above ambient
y used -- at bottom of oper.ing at base of
fire Length vlidth vent shaft (m3/ s ) vent shaft

m2
) (m) (rn ) (m2

) at 200C e degCc-
.76 2.44 0.61 1.49 1.63 59

.62 2.44 0.61 1.49 1.95 118

.02 2.44 0.61 1.49 3.01 199

(

141. 0

142 1

143 3

AI
Test tra

No. for
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The flow was produced by the buoyancy of the gases in the vent

shaft, corresponding to the horizodal minimum region in. the model

data of Fig. 3. Values obtained for VI(~~ .:J . JsS )"Zf or bot~

model and large scale data given in Table 3 are in satisfactory

agreement, remembering that the linear dimensions of the large

scale bUilding are nearly 7 times those of the model.

Table 3

Comparison of large-scale and model data

(~raction opening at side)

v
Experiments (~ . ~ , J5.() I/z.

(dimensionless)
I-----~-----i--~------

Model

-----
1.80 )

1.78
) mean
) 2.0

2.54 )

141

Large-scale 142

. 143

-~---~---+-

~---------,--

The values giver. in Table 3 using d are larger than the

/
. 1': e J )' //, S

value of 1.33 for V ( ;-?' 5' fAb ) 2

(using ~) obtained above by varying the screen depth in the model

experiments, because the layer depth is usually a little larger than

scale data is 2.0~

the depth of the screen.

VI ('1':T()Bz..'The mean value of for the large-

3.3 Limitations on size of simple !Ecf veni

Combining the relationship obtained in 3.2 with that for the

natural buoyancy flow out of an opening in a flat roof,(i.e. a 'hole'

rather than a tchimney') leads to a very simple connection between

the screen depth and the maximum size cf vent opening that is possible

without entrainment.

- 8 -



For the situation and nomenclature in Fig. 6 the

through the vent (M) will be4 I/. 'c:. e; Po (2 S Jb e ~ ) 1-

T

mass flow

• • • • •• (1)

where C is the discharge coefficient
v

The large-scale experiments described above (extraction oper.ing

near a wall) yield a value for the critical volume rate of extraction

before entrainment of ~ I

2:0 (S c1~)~ ~ ) ~~

T
or a mass rate of extraction M "t of;crl

5 1;.
2,0 fo ( 3 ds e -ro ) l

T
• • • • •• (2)

.M v

For a suitably designed vent ~ = ds ' then assuming

C = 0.6 and combining
v

,For no entrainment we require

M 'tcrl

i.e.

or d 2
s

Hence, if entrainment is to be avoided and the extraction is to
2

be efficient the vent area should not be larger than 2.4 ds ' ds
being the depth of the screen. If the vents are square, then t~is is

equivalent to a condition that the side dimension of the ver.t should

not be more than 50 per cent larger than the screen depth.

- 9 -



For an extraction opening well removed from a wall, (3) becomes

3.4 d 2
s

... ••• (4)

(4) has been obtained from (3) by applying the difference between

the critical rates for centre and for side extractior- found in the

model data plotted in Fig. 3.

The values for the largest simple vent openings before entrain

ment given by (3) and (4) are marked ('A') in Fig. 3, for the screen

depth used in those experiments (0.135 m).

3.4 Example ~!~pplication

As an illustration of the importance of these results consider
2*test 129 described in a previous report • The shaft vent installed

2
in this experiment had an oper.ing into the mall of area 1.44 m and

could extract about 4 m3/s of hot gases (expressed at ambient.

temperature). At first sight it seems that it should have beer.

capable of removing nearly all the hot gases containing smoke that

flowed along the ffiall just upstream of the vent (5.0 m3/s). However,

it was found in practice that the extraction was only partially

successful, since air was drawn up at the base of the vent, and

2.5 m3/s of hot gases reached the end of the mall and passed under

the screen there.

v!( ;:TQ~The large scale data give a mean value of ~

of 2.0 which, inser~ing values for ds ~ To

9.9 m,1800C,293°K and 9.8 m/s 2,respectively gives V

and g. of

~ 2.8m3/s. This shows

that the shaft vent was made too large. To avoid air entrainment it

should have been made with a cross-sectional area not larger than
2

1.44 x 2.8/4 : 1.0 m, two-thirds its existing area, when it could

have extracted, by its natural venting action, up to 2.8 m3/s of gas

without air entrainment. In order to extract all the smoky gases

produced from the fire two vents would be required, well separated

to avoid mutual interferer.ce.

~raction by mechanical means could be made through smaller

openings, but it would still be necessary to extract at 2 er 3

separated points unless the openings were made very small indeed

------_._------------------------_._----
*Especially Table 5 and Fig. 16
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in the region of 0.16 m2 or less - when the pressure losses at the

cpening or in the ductwork might be unacceptably high.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. When the rate of extraction of smoky hot gases from a layer under a

ceiling exceeds a critical value at any point then air from beneath

the layer is drawn up, giving an inefficient extraction.

2. The maximum amount of smoky hot gases which can be extracted before

air is drawn up is not sensitive to the area or shape of the cpening

over the range of areas of major practical importance. It depends to

some extent on the temperature of the gases. It is reduced by placing

the extraction opening near a w~ll.

3. The maximum extraction rate increases markedly as the depth of the

hot gas layer is increased. II

( I. e J5')2.·4. A law of the form V (;I:. ~~ • l 5 fi ts the d.ata from both

the model and the large-scale experiments and has'a partial theoretical

justification. Thus. although most of the data were obtained from

model experiments, the results are confirmed by the few large-scale

experiments carried out.

5. The spacing that is necessary between extract points to avoid undue

interference needs to be studied.
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-- - Scaled down position of vent in large scale building
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Figure 1 Diagrammatic' representation of model of
lorqe-sco!e building
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